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I ntroduction

Transform content mastery into a fun and energising learning game. Your
students will enjoy mixing and quizzing each other so much, they won’t even
notice how much information they’re learning. Mix-N-Match is a great classbuilding activity too. Students are out of their seats, having fun and learning
with all classmates.
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On the following pages, you’ll find
step-by-step instructions. Here’s
a nutshell description of Mix-NMatch: Students each receive a
Mix-N-Match card. They stand up
and pair up. Students each quiz
their partner, then get quizzed by
their partner, then trade cards. They
repeatedly quiz, quiz and trade,
each time with a new partner. Finally, the teacher has them find their
partner with the matching card.
There are numerous additional
learning games you can play with
the Mix-N-Match cards in this book.
We’ll get to those in a few pages.

When to Play
The 12 Mix-N-Match sets in this
book were designed to help students master basic information
and skills. Pull out the corresponding Mix-N-Match set when you’re
studying a topic. The cards are
great for acquiring the content
and for review. If the content on
the cards is new content for your
students, it is recommended that
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you introduce the content before
they play.
One word of caution: Content mastery is important, but it’s just one
part of the entire educational picture. These sets were designed to
supplement other great things you
do in your classroom: the investigations, the projects, the discussions...
They are not intended
to replace them!

What’s In
This Book

B
A

Port Art

Intro Page
Each Mix-N-Match
set has an intro
page. On the intro
page are “Quizzing
Questions”. These
are questions you
can have students ask
each other as they quiz their
partners using their cards.
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What former penal
settlement is
a symbol of
Tasmania?

Students learn
about famous
places by matc
with the famo
hing the ques
us place.
tion

A Cards: Quest
ions
• What famou
s place am I?
B Cards: Famo
us Places
• Where am I
locate
• Why am I famou d?
s?
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What
structure and
tourist attraction
is a symbol of
Paris, France?

What is the
highest place in
the world?
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Where do
Australian Prime
Ministers (usually)
live?

What city has
canals instead of
streets?
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The
Lodge

name of this in12. What is the
us surf beach
ternationally famo
Victoria?
near Torquay in
name of this
13. What is the
famous tomb
beautiful, world
in India?
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Worksheets
Following the intro page, there are
two reproducible worksheets associated with each Mix-N-Match set.
These worksheets can be used to
practise the concepts before playing Mix-N-Match or for reinforcing
the concepts after Mix-N-Match.
You can use a variety of Kagan
structures for the worksheets, or
even have students work independently. We recommend you use
the RallyCoach structure to have
students do the problems on the
worksheet. For RallyCoach, students
pair up. Partner A solves the first
problem while Partner B watches,
checks and praises or coaches.
For the next problem, Partner B
solves the problem while Partner
A watches, checks and praises or
coaches. Partners take turns solving
each problem. This structure allows
students to watch how their peers
solve problems and allows for peer
tutoring when necessary.

© 2007 Hawker Brownlow Education KA1872

Mix-N-Match Cards
Next, and at the heart of the book,
are the Mix-N-Match Cards. On
each two-page spread you will find
the matching cards, so it is easy to
see at a glance which cards are a
“match”. The card in the upper left
corner on the even page matches
the card in the upper left corner on
the odd page.
Answer Page
On the last page of
Famous Place
s
each card set, there
is an answer page.
On this page, you
will either find the
answers to all the
matches in the card
set, the answers to
the worksheet or
additional helpful information for
students. You can
use these pages
to check students’ answers
or when introducing or
reviewing the matching
content.
1. What is the
highest place
in the world?
Mount Everest,
a mountain locate
Himalayan moun
d in the
tain
and Nepal in Asia. range between Tibet
The summit is
above sea level.
8848 metres

2. What structu
re and tourist
attraction is a
symbol of Paris,
France?
The Eiffel Tower
is a lattice and
wrought iron
tower that was
built
Revolution. It was to honour the French
the world’s tallest
until 1930.
building

3. What city has
canals instead
of
Venice in Italy
is a city that consis streets?
islands linked
ts of 118
together by more
than 400
bridges. Peopl
e travel throug
h the canals using
boats.

Utzon, who was
later forced off
the project.
7. What is the
name of the famou
Rome, Italy?
s church in
St Peter ’s Basilic
a, named after
the first Pope,
is a church built
in the shape of
a cross and
featuring a magn
ificent domed
ceiling painted
by the famous
artist Michelange
lo.
8. This Indigenous
sacred site is the
largest rock forma
world’s
tion. What is it?
Uluru is a sands
tone rock forma
tion located
in the Northern
Territory. Uluru
is sacred to
the Pitjantjatjara
and Yankunytjatj
Indigenous peopl
ara, the
es of the area.
It
springs, water
holes, rock caves has many
and ancient
paintings. Uluru
is famous for its
natural and
manmade wond
ers.

4. Where do Austra
lian Prime Minist
(usually) live?
ers
9. What bell tower
The Lodge is a
in
“modest” mans
ever since its constr Italy has been inclined
ion in Canberra
that was built
to be
The Leaning Tower uction?
until a permanent the Prime Minister’s home
of Pisa is a remar
cathedral bell
building was constr
kable
tower in Italy that
This never happe
ned, and the Lodge ucted.
was designed
to be “vertical”.
the home of every
But ever since
has been
its construction
began in 1173,
Australian Prime
since Stanley Bruce
it began to lean.
Minister
Efforts are still
being carried
in 1927, excep
out today to make
Scullin, Ben Chifl
t for James
ey and John Howa
sure the tower
will have a long
life.
rd.
5. What is the
name of the bell
10. What is the
in the famous
clock tower in
name of an ancien
London, Engla
stadium?
t Roman
nd?
Big Ben is locate
d near the House
The Colosseum
Parliament. Each
s of
is a four-storey
amphitheatre
of the four sides
or stadium that
of the clock
once
tower in which
who came to watch seated 45,000 spectators
Big Ben is house
fights between
d
has a giant clock
between anima
gladiators,
face. A light in
ls and between
the
clock tower at
humans and
animals. It was
night
built from 72 to
members of Parlia indicates that the
80 AD.
ment are meeti
ng.
11. What Greek
temple was built
6. What is the
on the
acropolis overlo
name of the famou
oking the city of
building on Sydne
s
Athens?
The Parthenon
y
is a temple that
Sydney, New South Harbour in
was built in
honour of Athen
a, the goddess
The Sydney Opera Wales?
of warfare and
wisdom, in aroun
d 400 BC.
of the most instan House is one
tly recognisab
le
buildings in the
12. What is the
world. Its uniqu
name
e
look, a series
famous surf beach of this internationally
of shells, was
near Torquay in
the
work of visionary
Bells Beach is
Victoria?
located about
architect Jørn
100 kilometres
south-west of
Melbourne, on
the famous Great
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Historical Events
Abel
Tasman
sights
Tasmania

Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education

“Waltzing
Matilda”
first sung

Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education
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First Fleet
lands
in Botany
Bay

Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education

World
War I

Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education
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Historical Events

1642
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1895
Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education
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1788
Historical Events © Hawker Brownlow Education

19141918
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Landforms
Tributary

Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education

Volcano

Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education

Valley
Tundra
Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education
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Landforms

Stream or
river that flows
into a large
stream or river.

Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education

Treeless plain
in the arctic
or subarctic
regions with
black mucky soil
and permanently
frozen subsoil.
Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education
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Cone-shaped
mountain
formed by
eruptions
from the interior
of the earth.
Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education

Area located
between
ranges of hills
or mountains.

Landforms © Hawker Brownlow Education
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